Computational study of the dynamics of mannose disaccharides free in solution and bound to the potent anti-HIV virucidal protein cyanovirin.
In this paper, we present a computational study of the dynamics of the potent anti-HIV virucidal protein cyanovirin in complex with mannose disaccharides. Recently, it has been experimentally demonstrated that cyanovirin binds mannose oligomers on the surface of glycoprotein gp120. gp120, a protein on the surface of the HIV virus, is key in the process of viral docking and transfer of genetic material into human cells. Cyanovirin prevents the transfer of viral RNA into human cells. In this study, we found that, among all residues that show nuclear Overhauser effects in the solution NMR experiments, residues Glu41 and Arg76 appear to interact with the sugar at the high-affinity binding site through stronger Coulombic interactions. In particular, Arg76 participates in a dynamical mechanism that caps and locks the sugar once it is bound to the protein. We also studied the distribution of glycosidic torsional angles of mannose disaccharides in solution and compared it with those when bound at the high- and low-affinity sites of the protein. Throughout our 20 ns simulations, we find that the sugar bound to the high-affinity site preserves the most favorable conformation in solution while the sugar bound at the low-affinity site does not. The sugar at the low-affinity site can adopt both conformations, but we find it most predominantly on the one that is least probable for the free sugar in solution. We also carried out a detailed study of the interactions between the disaccharides and different amino acids as well as between the disaccharide and the solvent at both binding locations.